
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: 336036

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 3-5 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: 336036
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Christian Miller
Talent Attraction Manager

Senior Data Virtualization Engineer (f/m/div)*

Job description
Are you passionate about Data Management? Would you like to enable others with your 
technical knowledge? Data is becoming an increasingly important asset of Infineon and 
this team plays a fundamental part in enabling our business counterparts to gain new 
insights from manufacturing data. In this role, you will be responsible for the 
manufacturing data domain inside of the Infineon data virtualization platform and 
closely collaborate with our global user community.

In your new role you will: 

a transparent  to enable Define and develop  manufacturing data service structure
Infineon Data Scientists  and for convenient usage value creation

Continuously expand  running on a Denodo-based manufacturing data solutions
data virtualization platform

Coordinate  related to the data virtualization platformimplementation activities

Ensure   running on the data operational stability of manufacturing solutions
virtualization platform

Act as a  towards the Infineon user communityconsultant and trainer

Stay on top of the  latest trends in data virtualization

and apply them at Infineon

 your own skillset in the area of data virtualizationGrow

Profile
You enjoy networking, cooperate across boundaries and appreciate the contribution of 
others. Furthermore, you communicate openly, clearly and coherently. Of course, you 
treat your team members, colleagues and partners with trust and respect. 

You are best equipped for this tasks if you have: 

A degree in ,  or Computer Science, Data Science Engineering Natural Sciences

 of experience related to  - preferably in a big At least 3-5 years Data Management
international company

Familiarity with  and concepts of data virtualization data governance

First experience with  (e.g. Denodo)data virtualization software

Knowledge of at least one  (e.g. C++ / C#)programming language

Experience in  with  (e.g. Oracle, Database Management SQL and Non-SQL
MongoDB)

Experience with Data Modelling

Advanced ,  and communication consulting presentation skills

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Advanced ,  and communication consulting presentation skills

A “ hands-on” mentality

Fluent English skills, German is a plus

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes 
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better 
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a 
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces 
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources. 

 The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other *
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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